


Dear customer,

you are now holding: A vacuum flask made from high quality stainless steel. A button/screw mechanism for opening 

the vacuum flask made from high quality plastic. A stainless steel insert makes the vacuum flask practically indestructible. 

Locking mechanism prevents accidental opening. It is easy to maintain and clean. 3-year warranty.

Operating instructions:

1) The product is from very high quality stainless steel. The internal insert of the vacuum flask is also from stainless steel 

designed for storing cold and warm beverages.

2) Wash out the vacuum flask before every use with hot or cold water depending on the beverage that you will pour into 

the vacuum flask. 

3) Never fill the flask higher than the bottom edge of the pouring part of the vacuum flask, i.e. be at least 1-1.5 cm under 

the rim of the vacuum flask. Never pour boiling beverages into the vacuum flask. 

4) The temperature of the beverage in the vacuum flask depends on the beverage volume inside of it, frequency of 

opening and the ambient temperature. To maintain the temperature of the beverage in the vacuum flask for a long 

time, always properly close and tighten the cap. Keep the vacuum flask in a vertical position.

5) Always pour out unconsumed beverages to prevent deposits from forming inside the flask and potential bacterial 

growth. Always be careful when handling hot water (the flask).

6) Before first use, always wash the product and wipe dry. 

7) To remove light stains, allow the flask to soak and then wipe it dry with a soft wiping cloth.  If it does become stained, 

heat up some white vinegar and then wash as usual. These stains have no effect on the properties of the product.

8) Vacuum flasks are very easy to maintain and clean; when cleaning by hand use only soft wipes and sponges that will 

not scratch the surface. Do not use aggressive chemical products. 

9) To achieve a long lifetime of the product, handle the vacuum flask with care – avoid strong impacts and shocks. 

Always store opened.

10) ATTENTION: carbonated and sparkling beverages, ice cubes or dairy products do not belong in the flask. The vacuum 

flask is not to be used for baby food.

11) Designed for domestic use

12) The 3-year warranty does not cover: damage caused by the product falling or being impacted, technical modifications 

of the vacuum flask.

Safety notice:

High temperatures may damage the flask or the cap. The use of sharp metal utensils (e.g. knives, forks) may damage 

(scratch) the surface. The use of coarse or aggressive cleaning agents can damage the surface (e.g. caustic pipe cleaning 

agents). Negligent handling (e.g. of the cap) may lead to surface damage (chipping). These „footprints“ do not have 

the slightest effect on the quality of the prepared food or beverages nor on the lifetime of the flask, they 

only affect its aesthetic appearance. Through the effect of high temperature of the heat source, the surface may be 

damaged. 

Ecology:

Depending on the size of the product, all products have marks printed on them denoting the material used for the 

production of the packaging, component and accessories, as well as their recycling. Correct disposal of this product 

helps save valuable natural resources and prevents damage to the environment caused by improper waste disposal. Ask 

your local authorities or collection facility for more details. In accordance with national regulations penalties may be 

imposed for the incorrect disposal of this type of waste. Keep plastic bags out of the reach of children, danger of 

suffocation.

The purchaser was informed about the function and handling of the product.


